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with Tricia Brennan
Tricia draws on her clairvoyant
abiliW and extraordinarY
intuitioh to get right to the
heart of your problems.
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Got issues? Life not workino out the wav vou want?
Let Tricia tune in and tuih on your true potential,
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
I keep catching my boyfriend telling little
white lies. I love him deeply, but lthink he
has a problem. I can't seem to believe
anything he says to me anymore. lt's now
affecting every aspect of our relationship.
C;1n it ever work long term without trust?

DUA/trij4AIlEAR SUSPICIOUS,

Your boyfriend is a man who is scrambling to stand

on solid ground because he doesn't trust himself.
His self-esteem has conoded along with his
integrity. He needs to build his strength and
courage and mend the damage through authentic
communication. lnsist on honesty or he's out! lf he
pledges to love, nurture and protect the partnership
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consistent positive changes in his
behaviour, you have a chance. You both need to
build security in the partnership by developing a
: deeper level of intimacy. That means knowing each
.other - inside out. Are you both ready for that?
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RUNNING ON EMPTY
I find it really difficult to balance my job and my life. l'm a senior executive
and work can take up all my time if I let it. Family is important to me, as
are my friends and my interests. I need advice on how to stop letting my
c3{eer 4lwgys fake first place in my life.

Qut alrxi[t"h
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I|EAB {lUT OT KILTEB,

It's time to shuffle the deck on your priorities so hearts are trumps! For things to flow in your
life more gracefully you need to trust your external and internal resources. R'ecognise that you
deserv_e to.be loved and supported and allow others to do just that. Open yoursdff up
to kicking
back. Firmly set your intention to work fewer hours and produce even greiter results and then
watch for clues on how to implement positive changes. The universe wlll offer you the means
to succeed at anything as long as you surrender your doubtsl
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